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Exploring the flow evolution of the Chamoli event (Uttarakhand,
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On 7 February 2021, a 25 million m³ rock/ice avalanche in Uttarakhand, northern India, developed

into a far-reaching and devastating debris flow/debris flood, which we refer to as the ‘Chamoli

event’. Based on an extensive remote sensing-based geomorphological mapping campaign, the

key mechanisms and characteristics of this process chain are largely, but not yet fully understood.

Numerical mass flow simulations can help confirm or reject hypotheses regarding spatiotemporal

aspects of flow evolution, its magnitude and dynamics, and therefore contribute to a better

process understanding. More broadly, geomorphological mapping and numerical modelling of the

Chamoli event help us to gain insights of the extent to which we are able to accurately simulate

complex high-mountain geohazard process cascades. Such an understanding is invaluable for

predictive modelling efforts targeted at informing disaster risk reduction strategies.

In the present work, we back-calculate the flow dynamics of the Chamoli event with three state-of-

the-art simulation models operating at different levels of complexity: (i) the one-phase mixture

model RAMMS; (ii) the two-phase model GeoClaw, and (iii) the three-phase model r.avaflow. Input

parameter sets are optimized against detailed reference data such as mapped trimlines and

boulder locations, flow velocities and discharges obtained from video recordings, and

erosion/deposition patterns derived by differencing pre- and post-event digital terrain models. The

main aims of the study are to: (i) better understand the mechanisms of flow evolution of the



Chamoli event; (ii) evaluate the level of model complexity that is necessary for accurating

reproducing specific known characteristics of the process chain; and (iii) learn more about the

sensitivity of model outputs to differences in initial conditions and model parameters, where these

remain uncertain. The findings will facilitate the design of predictive modelling campaigns for

hazard mapping purposes.
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